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Abstract 
For the circular arc of angle 0 < ct < n we present the explicit form of the best GC 3 quartic approximation a d the best 
GC 2 quartic approximations of various types, and give the explicit form of the Hausdorff distance between the circular 
arc and the approximate Brzier curves for each case. We also show the existence of the GC 4 quintic approximations to 
the arc, and find the explicit form of the best GC 3 quintic approximation i  certain constraints and their distances from 
the arc. All approximations we construct in this paper have the optimal order of approximation, twice of the degree of 
approximate Brzier curves. 
Keywords." Circular arcs; Quartic Brzier; Quintic Brzier; Best approximation; Geometric ontinuity; Hausdorff distance 
1. Introduction 
Optimal approximation of parametric urves and surfaces is one of the most important problems 
in CAGD. As the complexity of such approximation is high, circle approximation has to be the key 
point to address the possibilities of better approximation techniques. For the planar curves, de Boor 
et al. [1] found the GC 2 cubic approximation having its optimal approximation order six. For the 
better approximation of circular arc by cubic Brzier curves, Dokken et al. [4] gave the curvature 
continuous cubic approximation and Goldapp [9] presented the best GC k cubic approximations for 
k = 0, 1,2, whose approximation order is six. Marken [14] also suggested the best approximation to
the circular arc from the quadratic Brzier curves with approximation order four. 
We extend the previous works to the quartic and quintic Brzier curve approximation of circular 
arc. The algebraic manipulations are expectedly more involved but are fortunately manageable. More 
explicitly, we give the best quartic GC 3 approximation to the arc of angle 0 < 0~ < rr, find its explicit 
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Table 1 
The Hausdorff distance between the circular arc q of angle ~ = r~/2 and the best approximate B~zier curve b (see Sections 3
and 4) 
Degree Approximation type Best approximation ~(q,b) 
Cubic GC 2 1.96 × 10 -3 
Quartic GC3= Best GC 2+ bu3 (u3 = 0.402437) 3.50 × 10 -5 
Best GC 2- bu2 (#2 = 0.402599) 3.55 X 10 -6  
Quintic GC 4 bv~ (vl = 0.285819) 3.50 x 10 -5 
by2 (v2 =0.318858) 3.68 × 10 -7  
Best GC 3+ by2 (vz = 0.318892) 2.95 x 10 -s 
form which is easy to use and its distance from the arc, and we show that it has the optimal 
approximation order eight. We also find the quintic GC 4 approximation to the arc and its distance, 
and show that it has its optimal approximation order ten. (Refer to [1, 3, 8, 11, 12, 16].) 
In CAD or CAGD, we have to deal with the signed error function ~b(t) which is a signed distance 
in the normal direction from each point of  the arc to the approximate Brzier curve. We find the 
explicit forms of the best quartic GC 2+ or GC 2- approximation for the case where ~k is positive 
or negative, respectively, and the explicit form of the best quintic GC 3+ approximation for the 
case where ~k is positive. (Refer to [2, 4-6].)  We also find their Hausdorff distances and their 
approximation orders. 
l As an illustration, we present he Hausdorff distances between the circular arc q of  angle ~ = ~Tt 
and the best approximate Brzier curves b in Table 1. The cubic approximation was proposed by de 
Boor [1], and the best quartic GC 3 and GC 2+ approximations, and the best quintic GC 4 and GC 3+ 
approximations are the results of  our methods in this paper. 
In Section 2, we give the definitions and basic facts which are needed in the geometric approx- 
imation theory. We present the quartic approximations to the circular arcs in Section 3, and the 
quintic approximations in Section 4. We summarize our works in Section 5. 
2. Basic facts for the circular arcs 
We assume that the circular arc of  angle 0 < ~ <n to be approximated by a Brzier curve is a 
portion of  the unit circle and that it starts at the point [1,0] T and ends at the point [cos~,sin~] T. 
We parametrize this circular arc q: [0, 1] ---+ R 2 by 
[cos(as) ] 
q(s)  := sin(w) ' 0~<s~<l. (2.1) 
Let b : [0, 1] ~ ~2 be the Brzier curve of  degree n with its control points bi := [x;, yi]T, i=0, 1,2 . . . .  ,n. 
The Brzier curve can be parametrized as 
b(t)  := [ Y( t )  := ~-~i~o yiB,, i(t)  ' 
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where the Bernstein polynomial B,,i(t) is given by 
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Since the source curve q(s) is symmetric with respect to the symmetric axis y = xtan( l~) ,  we 
find the approximations to q from the B6zier curves which are symmetric with respect o the same 
axis. 
Definition 2.1. Let k be a nonnegative integer and to E {0, 1 }. Two C k curves p and q have contact 
o f  order k at to if p(t) and q(t) are regular near to and there are C k reparametrizations "el and z2 
such that zi(to) = to (i = 1,2), Z'l(to)Z'2(to)>O and 
d i d i 
~TP(Zl(t)) ,=,0 = ~Tq(z2(t)) t=to for i = 0, . . . ,k .  (2.3) 
(Refer to [6, 10].) 
I f  p has contact of order k at t = 0, 1 to the given curve q, then we call p a GC k approximation 
(or GC k interpolation) to q. In this paper, each approximate B6zier curve b is at least a GC ° 
approximation to the circular arc q. Thus b satisfies 
bo=b(0)=q(0)= and b .=b(1)=q(1)= s ine j "  
We introduce a function O(t) := x(t) 2 + y(t) 2 - 1 (Refer to [4].) and a closed subset W of  N 2 such 
that 
W= {(rcos0,  r s in0)  E ~2:0~0~ and r>.6}, 
for a sufficiently small 6 > 0. We also define the uniform norm of ~ as 
II (t)llEo,,j := , oa, Xll¢(t)l, 
and define ~//~k as the class of all B6zier curves b(t) of degree n>~2 with contact order k~>0 
at each end points of q(s) such that b(t)E W for all t E [0, 1]. Then ~¢~.° D ~q~.l D i/¢~.2 D -.. and 
~22 k C ~33 k C ~44 k C .. . .  We put ~¢~k+ := {b E ~/¢~k : ~( t )  I> 0 for all t E [0, 1]} and ~nn k- : = {b E ~//~k : 
~kb(t)~<0 for all tE[0 ,1]}.  (Refer to [2, 5, 6].) 
Lemma 2.2. The Bkzier curve b E f¢~o satisfies 
dish(t) t=0 dt i =0  for i= l , . . . , k  
i f  and only i f  b is the GC k approximation to the circular arc q. 
(2.5) 
Proof. Since ~b is symmetric, b E ~¢~0 satisfies Eq. (2.5) if and only if its signed error function ~k(t) 
has the zeros of  multiplicity k + 1 at t = 0 and t = 1. Since ~O(t)= 0 is an implicit equation of  the 
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unit circle q, ~p(t) has the zeros of multiplicity k + 1 at t = 0 and t = 1 if and only if the two curves 
b and q have contact of order k at the points. Thus we obtain the assertion. [] 
For b E ~nn k+ or b E ~nn k-, the Hausdorff distance ~(q ,  b) has a nice form as in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. For each n and k, / fbE  ~n k+, then the Hausdorff distance ~(q,b)  between two 
curves q and b is 
~(q,b)  = v/ll~llto,13 + 1 - 1, 
and i f  b E Wn~ k-, then 
~(q,b)  = 1 - V/1 -I[~/H[O,l]. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Proof. Since b(t) lies in W for all t E [0, 1] and its image is compact, ~(b, q)=maxtcE0,11 I[Ib(t)ll-11. 
For b E ~__k+ Eq. (2.6) follows from n 
max IIb(t)ll- 1= max {x ~/ / -~+ 1-  1}= v/ll~llt0,11 + 1-  1. 
te l0 ,1 ]  tE [0 ,1 ]  ~ " " 
By the same way, we also get Eq. (2.7) for b E ~nn k-. [] 
For bE ~¢~k, we cannot express ~¢t°(q,b) in terms of II~[[[0,1] as in Eq. (2.6) or Eq. (2.7), but we 
can show that ~(q ,b )= II,/q' + 1 - 111[0,1 ]. 
Definition 2.4. A regular curve b is said to be admissible with respect o q if and only if 
(i) b(0) = q(0) and b(1) = q(1); 
(ii) there exists a unique strictly increasing bijective map q~b : [0, 1] ~ [0, 1] such that, for each 
s E [0, 1], the point b(~b~(s)) lies on the normal line N(s) := q(s) + u. nq(s) (u E •) of q at q(s), 
where nq(s) denotes the unit normal vector of the planar curve q at q(s); 
(iii) the tangent vector of b at t = ~bb(s) is not parallel to nq(s) for any s E [0, 1]. 
(Refer to [6], or to [2] for an equivalent definition.) 
Let ~n k be the class of all admissible B6zier curves with respect o q of degree n with the contact 
order k~>0 at each end points of q(s). We also define :~n k± as in the case of ~¢~-k±. 
Remark. gk C ~¢~k and g~i  C ~¢~k±. 
Proposition 2.5. / f  00 = 0 < 01 < -.. < On--1 < On = COS 0~, where Oi is the angle o f  the control points 
bi, then b E ~nn ° is admissible with respect to the circular arc q(s) as defined in Eq. (2.1). 
ProoL Since b E ~0,  b(0)- -q(0) and b(1)--q(1). By de Casteljau algorithm (see [7]), if tio <ti, E 
[0, 1], then 
Yfi arctan Yi0 < arctan - - .  
Xio Xi I 
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Thus, for each s E [0, 1], there exists a unique point b(t) whose angle equals to that of q(s). 
Hence the well-defined map qSb(S), for s E [0, 1], is an increasing bijection and satisfies (ii) in 
Definition 2.4. 
By de Casteljau algorithm, for each t E [0, 1], the tangent line of b(t) exists and cannot pass 
through the origin. Thus, b ' ( t )¢0 ,  that is, b is regular, and for each sC [0, 1], the tangent line of 
b(t) at t = z(s)  is not parallel to the line N(s ) .  [] 
3. Quartic polynomial approximations to the circular arcs 
In this section we find the quartic approximation b(t) to the circular arc of angle 0 <~<r~. We 
put the both end points of the quartic B6zier curve b(t) as b0 -- q(0) and b4 = q(1). To find the 
remaining control points bl, b2 and b3, we express those as follows. 
[lul [cos~] =[cosct ]  [ sin~ ] (3.1) 
bl ---- , b2 = r [ sin ~ ' b3 [_ sin ct + u _ cos ct i" 
Then b(t) and q(s) have the same tangent direction at both end points and the error function is 
given by 
6( : )  
0b(t) ----- Z Ci ti(1 -- t) 8-i, 
i=2 
where Cs-i = ci. By Lemma 2.2, b(t) is the GC 2 approximation to the arc if and only if the control 
coefficient c2 is zero. By a simple calculation, we have 
I -3} ,  c2 = ~4{4u 2 + 3rcos 5~ 
so that b and q have contact order two if and only if 
34u2 
u= 3 1 - rcos  or r - -3cos(~/2 ). (3.2) 
Thus bu E ~442 has its signed error function 
'(:) 0b~(t) = ~ Ci t i (1 -- t) 8-i, (3.3) 
i=3 
where the coefficients c3 =c5 and c4 depend on the variable u for the fixed c~. In Fig. 1, for e--=rc/2, 
we plot the signed error function 0b,(t), t E [0, 1], of the quartic GC 2 approximation bu(t) determined 
by the variable u. Near u = 0.4, the error function Ohm(t) of bu(t) is close to the zero function as 
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1. 
3.I. GC 3 quartic po lynomia l  approximat ions 
In this section we find the GC 3 quartic approximation bu to the circular arc. By Lemma 2.2, b~(t) 
having Eq. (3.3) is the GC 3 approximation if and only if the control coefficient c3 is zero. By a 
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Fig. 1. The signed error function ~k(t), tC [0, 1], of the quartic approximation bu(t) determined by u from u= 0.06 to 
u=0.25 with stepsize 0.01 in the left figure, and from u=0.26 to u=0.47 in the fight figure, for c~=r~/2. 
21 ...... 'i 
E(u)' 
Fig. 2. The cubic polynomial E(u) and the quadratic polynomial F(u) for ct = 0.6n. 
simple calculation, we have 
c3 = ~1 {(cos~ +us in~ +2-  3rcos l~)  +6u( rs in i~- I  2u)},  
and by substituting Eq. (3.2) in the above equation, we get 
8 l { +(cot½cQu2+(¼sin2 c~_ l )u+~}.  (3.4) C3 ---~ - - i  tan i~ //3 1 
For each 0<ct<rq  we define E(u)  to be the cubic polynomial on the right-hand side of  Eq. (3.4) 
and El(U) to be its monic polynomial in the braces of  Eq. (3.4). That is, 
8 tan ½~El(u). (3.5) c3 = E(u)  := - 
Since 0 < e <~,  E has a zero at u if and only if El has also a zero at u. The quartic Bfzier curve 
b, determined by the positive zero u of  E1 is the GC 3 approximation to the circular arc of  angle ct. 
Since E~(0) > 0 and El(½ sin ½e)= - sin ~ sin 4 4 <0 for all 0<e<rq  Equation E l (U)=0 has one 
1 sin e/2 < u3, as negative real root ul and two positive real roots, u2 and u3, satisfying ul < 0 < Uz < 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Theorem 3.1. There exist only two GC 3 approximations to the unit circular arc of  anole ~ in 
the quartic polynomial curves. Both quartic GC 3 approximations are not only in ~43 but also 
admissible to the circular arc. 
Proof. For each positive solution uj of El(u), j = 2,3, there exists a quartic B6zier curve with the 
control points hi, i=0 , . . . ,4 ,  satisfying Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). By Lemma 2.2, the quartic B6zier 
curve huj determined by u j, j = 2, 3, is the GC 3 approximation to the circular arc. 
Since 
uE<~s in~ and E1 sin =~s in~ 1 - -~cos  >0,  
we have 
v~.  
u3 < ~ sin ~ for all 0 < ct < re. 
Thus, by Eq. (3.2), r > 0 and 02-- ~/2. Since Uz<U3 < tan(~/2), 00=0<01 <02 =~/2. By the sym- 
metry of b(t) and by Proposition 2.5, both quartic GC 3 approximations are not only in ~43 but also 
admissible . [] 
Using the Cardan formula [13], we find the explicit form of the roots uj, j = 1,2,3, of the cubic 
polynomial E(u)= 0 and show that the roots uj, j = 2,3, are the distinct positive real roots of 
E(u) = 0 in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2 (Explicit form). For each 0 < ~ < Tr, the explicit form of  the roots uj, j = 1,2, 3, of 
E(u) = 0 is 9iven by 
uj = 2 cos ~b~ + ~ - ~ cot ~, (3.6) 
where 
Sl(Ct) :-- ~-~ csc E ~ 4 + 8 sin E ~ - 3 sin 4 , 
1 ~ ct( ~ ~) 
$2(~):---- ~cos~ csc 3~ 4+14s in  E~+9s in  4~ , (3.7) 
1 
~ := ~ arccos { -$2(~) /2~},  
where the ranoe of  arccos function is [0, 7t] and Ul < 0 < UE < u3. 
Proof. Note that Si(~) > 0, for i = 1,2 and all 0 < c~ < re, and that ~b~ is well defined since 
(2~)E  -- SE(~)E = 4---~ sine ~ 8 + 20sinE ~ -- sin 4 >0.  
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First, we check that uj, j=  1,2,3, are the roots of the cubic polynomial El(u). By a simple manip- 
ulation of El(u), El(us) is given as follows: 
1 cot 2 )  3 -  3Sl(~)(uj+ 1 E l (u j )=(u j+~ ~ cot 2 )+ $2(~), 
- -2~(4cos3@b~+~ - ) -3cos(~+~)}+Sz(~)  
= 2 ~  cos(3q~,) + $2(,) = 0. 
Now, we show that uj, j=1 ,2 ,3 ,  expressed in Eq. (3.6) are distinct and Ul<O<u2<u3. Since 
n < ~b, < in, we have 
1 6 cos(4~ + ~n)<0< cos(~b= + 4n)<i  < cos(~b~ + gn), (3.8) 
so that uj, j=1 ,2 ,3 ,  are distinct real roots of El(U). Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) yield Ul<U2<U3, and 
it follows from the observation before Theorem 3.1 that u2 and u3 are the positive real roots 
of E(u). [] 
For bu: and bu3, the control coefficients c,-, i ~ 4, are zero in Eq. (3.3). Thus ~k(t) = Ct4(1  - t )  4 
for some coefficient C. Since the leading coefficient of ~b is nonnegative, C > 0 and ~b(t)> 0 for 
all tE(0,1).  Hence buj, j=2 ,3 ,  lie in ~44 3+ and [[if[It0.1] =i f ( l /2) .  
Theorem 3.3 (Distance). Each GC 3 approximation b~j, j = 2,3, to the arc lies in ~44 3+ and its 
Hausdorff distance from the arc is 
1 -4u~ + 2uj sin ~ + 2 sin 2 ~ 3 - 5 cos . (3.9) 
~g(q, bu~ ) = 8 cos(~/2) 
Proof. Since buj E fC44 3+, j = 2, 3, Proposition 2.3 yields 
Jt~(q, buj) = V/~b(1/2) + 1 - 1 = V/x(1/2) 2 + y(1/2) 2 - 1. (3.10) 
By 1 1 tan(½cz) X(1) =1 2 y ( i )=X(~)  and g(--4u~ + 2uj sin ~ + 5cos 2 1~ + 3), the assertion follows. [] 
For each 0 < ~ < n, we define a quadratic polynomial 
1 ( _4u  2 ~(  2 ) )  F(u) ' - -8cos(~/2 ) + 2usin~ + 2sin2  3 - 5cos . (3.11) 
For us, j = 2, 3, F(uj) is equal to the Hausdorff distance between q and b,j. In the following theorem, 
we determine the quartic GC 3 approximation with the smaller error among b,j, j = 2, 3, using the 
polynomial F in Eq. (3.11). 
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Theorem 3.4 (Best approximation). The Bbzier curve bu~ determined by u 3 is the best quartic GC 3 
approximation to the circular arc of  angle ~. 
1 sin½~<u3. The cubic polynomial E2(u) having zeros (u 1 -4- Proof. For all 0<~<~t,  ul <0<u2<5 
U2)/2, (U2 q-U3)/2 and (u3 + ul)/2 is shown to be 
u 3 + cot 2u  2 --}- ~1 {cot2 ~ -- ~1 (3 + COS2 2) )  u - ~ (4  (3 q- cos2 2) cot ~ q- . 
1 sin ~ < (uz + U3 ) /2  Since (u3 + ul)/2 is the largest root of E2(u)=0 and E2( 1 sin~)<0, we have 
so that [u3- 1 sin 71 > [J sin ~-  Uz[. Since the quadratic polynomial F(u) has its unique maximum 
F( j sine 0, F(u2) > F(u3) > 0 and the assertion follows. [] 
In the following theorem, we show that the approximation order of b,~ is eight. 
Theorem 3.5 (Approximation order). The asymptotic behavior of  the Hausdorff distance between 
q and hu~ is 
12v.c~ 8,/-5 + C(~X°) • 17 
215 
Proof. ~b~ in Eq. (3.7) has the expansion 
"l~ V/-6 4 29 O~ 6
~b~-3 64 + ~  +C(~8)" 
and so U 3 in Eq. (3.6) has the expansion 
-4  ÷ 3x/~ 106 - 75x/~ 5 
u3 = ~ + 96 ~3 + 7680 + (9(~7)" 
Therefore, the Hausdorff distance in Eq. (3.9) has the expansion in ~ as follows. 
17 - 12x/~ 8 + (~(0~10). 
~(q,  bu~ ) = 215 [] 
3.2. Best quartic GC 2+ approximation 
In this section we find the best quartic GC 2+ or GC 2- approximation bu whose error function 
ffbu(t) >~ 0 or ~bb~(t) ~< 0 for all t E [0, 1], respectively. The GC 2 approximation bu satisfies Eqs. (3.1) 
-(3.3) with e3 =c5. Thus the error function 
ffb,(t) = 14t3(1 - t)314c3((1 - t) 2 + fl} + 5c4t(1 - t)] (3.12) 
has the nonnegative l ading coefficient 14(5c4 -- 8e3) >/0, i.e., c4 >~ ~c3.8 
Lemma 3.6. (a) bE 3¢V44 2+ if and only if e3 is nonnegative in Eq. (3.12). 
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(b) I f  bE ~V44 2+, then [l  llt0,,J = and its Hausdorff distance ~(q,b)  is equal to F(u) for 
the fixed ~. 
(c) b E ~¢r44 2- if and only if ~bb(½) <~ O. 
Proof. (a) Assume C3<0.  Near t----0, ~#(t):56c3t3-k O(t 4) is negative, i.e., b ~ ~44 2+. Conversely, 
8 if c3 ~> 0, then c4/> ~c3 and so ~(t) i> 0 by Eq. (3.12). 
(b) If b E ~44 2+, then c:. i> 0, j : 3, 4 and by c4/> 8 3c3, the quadratic polynomial 4c3{(1 - 0 2 + t 2} + 
1 Thus II¢'bllto, lJ=¢',,(½) and it follows from 5c4t(1 - t) is nonnegative and has its maximum at t= ~. 
Eqs. (3.9)-(3.11) that ~(q,b)=F(u) .  
(c) If ~kb(½) ~< 0, Eq. (3.12) yields 
7 
and 
~tb(t)----- 56t3(1-- t)3 [C3(1-- 2t)2 q- 3-~ ~b (1 )  t(1-- t)] <~ 0 (3.13) 
for all tC[0, 1]. Conversely, if bE~44 2-, then ~bb(1) ~< 0. [] 
Using this lemma, we first find the best GC 2+ approximation b~. 
Proposition 3.7. The quartic polynomial curve bu~ obtained in Proposition 3.2 is the best approx- 
imation from ~44 2+ and admissible to the circular arc. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6(a), bu E ~¢f4 2+ if and only if 
-8  
C 3 =E(u)  = -if- tan ~ El(U) i > 0. 
As shown in Fig. 2, bu E ~44 2+ if and only if u2 ~< u ~< u3. Since F(u) has the minimum at u = u3 in 
the closed interval [u2, u3], bu~ is also the best approximation from ~44 2+ to the circular arc. [] 
Now, we find the best GC 2- approximation b,. By Lemma 3.6, bu E ~44 2- if and only if F(u) <<. O. 
For each e, two real roots, say #l and P2, of the quadratic polynomial F(u) is given by 
= sin - s in  3 6+2cos~-  #1 
Z (3.14) 
= since+sin 3 6+2cos2 .  #2 
so that we have a subset U := U1 U U2 of N defined by 
U l={0<u~<#l :b ,E~4 2} and U2={u~>/x2:b~E~42}. 
Note that, for 0 < 2 arccos 3 < e < ~, #1 < 0 and U1 is empty. 
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Proposit ion 3.8. The quartic GC 2 approximations b,j, j = 1,2, are not only in ~4 2- but also ad- 
missible to the circular arc. 
Proof. Eq. (3.14) yields #j< tan~/2 and #j < x/3/2 for all 0<~<n and j=  1,2. Thus, by Eq. (3.2), 
r > 0, and by Proposition 2.5, both approximations buj, j = 1,2, lie not only in ~44 2- but also 
in ~4 2-. [] 
Lemma 3.9. Each quartic B&ier curve b~j, j=  1,2, is the best approximation from {bu :uE Uj} 
to the circular arc. 
Proof. Since c3 =E(u)  and $(1)=(F(u)  + 1) 2 - 1 are increasing with respect o u in U1 and 
decreasing in U2, so is ~bbu(t) by Eq. (3.13), i.e., $bu(t) <~ $b~j(t) <<. O, for all t E [0, 1]. Thus b,j is 
the best approximation from {bu :u E Uj}, for j = 1,2. [] 
Theorem 3.10 (Best approximation and its Hausdorff distance). For each 0 <0~ <z t, bu2 is the best 
approximation from ~44 2- to the circular arc of  angle 0~, and its Hausdorff distance from the 
circular arc q is 
~ 7x27 
~(q ,b ,2 )= 1- 1 + -~ i - - -E (#2) ,  (3.15) 
where E(u) is the cubic polynomial in Eq. (3.4). 
Proof. For bvj, j=  1,2, ~(1)=0 and by Eq. (3.13) 
$(t) = 56t3(1 - t)3(1 - 2t)2E(u). 
Since ~k'(t)= 56 tan(m~)t2(1 - t)2(1 - 2t)(1 - 4t)(3 - 4t)E(u), we get 
IIl~]l[0,1] = -- ~ (~)  -- 
7×27 
E(u). 
Since, by Eq. (3.5), we have 
8 0c ~(  ~ ) 
E(#2) -- E(#I) = 7(#2 - #l)tan ~ sin 4 ~ 4COS 4 ~ -- 1 > 0 
for each 0 < ~ < n, bu2 is the best approximation from ~44 2- to the circular arc of angle ~. 
Note that E(#2) is given by 
32 sins a ( ~ ~/ 0~( 0c ~) )  7 ~ 8+8cos~+cos0~-  6+2cos~ 5cos~+cos  . 
Using this equation, we can show that the approximation order of bu~ is also eight. 
[] 
(3.16) 
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Theorem 3.11 (Approximation order). The error o f  the best quartic GC 2 approximation bu2 from 
~44 2- to the circular arc o f  angle e is 
27(17-  12x/2)e 8
223 ÷ (f(e 10 ). 
Proof. Eq. (3.15) yields 
~(q ,  bu2 ) = - 7 × 27 x 2-12E(#2) + (9(E(#2) 2) 
and Eq. (3.16) has the expansion 
E (#2)=( -17  + 12x/2) x 2 -11 × 7-1e 8 + (9(e1°), 
so that the assertion follows. [] 
4. Quintic polynomial approximations to the circular arcs 
In this section we find the quintic approximation b(t) to the circular arc of angle e. We put the 
both end points of the quintic B~zier b(t) as b0 =q(0)  and b5--q(1). To find the remaining control 
points bl,...,b4, we express those as follows. 
h i= [1] b2= [~] h3 = [ ~cose + r/sine] [cose + vsine] 
v ' q ' ~ sin e - q cos e j '  b4 = sin e - v cos e j" 
Then b(t) and q(s) have the same tangent direction at both end points and the error function is 
given by 
8 
~lb( t ) :ZC i (10)  t i ( l i  --t)10-i' 
i=2 
where Cl0-i = ci. By Lemma 2.2, b(t) is the GC 3 approximation to the arc if and only if the control 
coefficients c2 and c3 are zero. By a simple calculation, we have 
e2 = 1{4~-4  +5v2}; 
c3 = l{~cose  + r / s ine -  3~ + 2 + 5vt/-  lOv2}. 
so that b and q have contact order three if and only if 
= 1-~v5 2,  (4.1) 
¼(5 + cos e)v z + 2 sin 2 e/2 
q = J ,(v) ' (4.2) 
where Jl(V) = 5v + sin e. Thus by(t) E ~3 has its signed error function 6() 
~b,(t) :  ~Ci  10 ti(1 _ t)~o_i, (4.3) 
i i=4 
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-0 .005 
v = 0.26 
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v = 0.35 
v = 0.305 
0 t 
Fig. 3. The s igned error function ~9(t), t C [0,1], of  the quintic approximation by(t) determined by v from v=0.26  to 
v = 0.30 with stepsize 0.005 in the left figure, and from v = 0.305 to v = 0.35 in the f ight figure, for c¢ = ~/2. 
where the coefficients C 4 = C 6 and c5 depend on the variable v for the fixed e. In Fig. 3, for e = n/2, 
we plot the signed error function ~, ( t ) ,  t E [0, 1], of  the quintic GC 3 Brzier approximation by(t) 
determined by the variable v. Near v = 0.32, the error function ~( t )  of  by(t) is close to the zero 
function as shown in Table 1 or Fig. 3. 
4. l. GC 4 quintic polynomial approximations 
We find the GC 4 quintic approximation b, to the circular arc in this section. By Lemma 2.2, b~(t) 
having Eq. (4.3) is the GC4-approximation if and only if the control coefficients c4 is zero. By a 
routine calculations, we have 
c4 = 1{10(4-  1) 2 + cos0¢+ vs ine  ~- 63 + 1 - 4 (~cosa  + qsin0¢+ 1) 
q-10( r /  - -  2V) 2 --k 10(~ sin ~ -- ~/cos ~ + 3v -- 3~/)v}. 
For each 0 < ~ <~,  we define a rational function G(v) by 
GI(V) 
c4 -- G(v) . -  336Jl(v)2, (4.4) 
where the polynomial G](v) of  degree six is given by 
Gl(v) := 32(9 - cos ~) sin 4 ~ - 16v sin ~ sin 2 ~ (49 - cos 00 
+40v 2 sin 2 ~ (49cos ~ - 1) + 100v3(26 sin ~ - 5 sin2~) 
q- 250V4(  - -  10 + cos 2c¢ - 15 cos ~) - 1250v 5sin ~ + 3125V 6. (4.5) 
Since 0 < 0¢ < n, G has a zero at the positive v i f  and only if Ga has also a zero at v. The quintic 
Brzier curve b, determined by the zero v of  G1 is the GC4-approximation to the circular arc of  
1 by a trial angle ~. Using the series expansion of  G](v) in ~ we have two roots of  Gl(V) near v = ~0¢ 
and error. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Existence). For each 0 <~ <~, there exist at least two quintic GC 4 approximations 
to the circular arc of  angle ~. The quintic GC 4 approximations lie not only in ~5 4 but also 
admissible to the circular arc. 
Proo£ Since 
Gl (~ sin 2)  >0, Gl (4  sin 4)  <0 and G l (~tan4)  
there exist at least two real roots of Gl(V)= 0, say 
2 .  ~ 4 .  ~ 4 
sin ~ < Vl < ~ sin ~ < v2 < ~ tan ~. 
For 0 < v < 4 tan 1 g~, Eq. (4.1) yields 
4 0<1 - ~tan 2~<~<1,  
and so Eq. (4.2) yields 
4 ~ ~(  ~ 2)  q -v>~s in tan~ 5cos 2 J (v) - l>0,  - -  COS 
o~ 25s in2 J1 (v )_ lv (v2+ 2cot 2v_  4)  >0. tan ~ - r /= - 
<0 for al l0<a<rc,  
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Thus for j = 1,2, 0 < vj < r/j/~j < tan 1~. Hence each quintic GC4-approximation hvj, j = 1,2, deter- 
mined by vj, lies not only in ff~55 4 but also in ~,  by Proposition 2.5. [] 
For bvj, j=  1,2, the control coefficients ci, i ~ 5, are zero in Eq. (4.3). Thus ~(t)=CtS(1 - t) 5 
for some constant C. Since the leading coefficient of ~k is nonnegative, C<0 and ~9(t)<0 for all 
tE(0, 1). Hence b~j, j=  1,2, lies in "~55 4- and IIq, llt0,,l = 1~,(1/2)1.  
Theorem 4.2 (Distance). The quintic GC 4 approximation bvj, j=  1,2, to the arc lies in ~4-  and 
its Hausdorff distance is 
itS(q, bo s ) : - nl(vj)/32J1(vj), (4.8) 
where Jl(v) = 5v + sin ~ and the cubic polynomial Hi(v) is 9iven by 
( ~ ~(  -3 -  3sin2 ~ 4)  H1(v) := -125v3 cos + 80sin2  + 2sin 4 v 
+150v sin ~ + 32 sin ~ sin 2~ 4 -3cos  2 . (4.9) 
Proof.  Since b~j E ~4- ,  j = 1,2, by Proposition 2.3 
~(q,b~,) : 1 - V/~b(1/2) + 1 : 1 - V/x(1/2) 2 + y(1/2) 2. 
By the same way in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we have Eq. (4.8). [] 
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Theorem 4.3 (Approximation order). The error of GC 4 approximation to the circular arc of angle 
by the quintic polynomial curves bvj, j=  1,2, is (9(~1°). 
Proof. By the series expansion, Eq. (4.6) yields 
~3 v j=~+vj ,3  +(9(~ 5) fo r j= l ,2 ,  
and Eq. (4.5) yields GI (V j )=g(v j ,3 )o~I°+ (Q(0~12), where the cubic polynomial g(v) is given by 
4 1 Since vj, j - -  1,2, is a root of Gl(v), vj,3, j=  1,2, is also a g(v) = - 3200v 3+ 160v 2 + gv - ga-6" 
root of 9(v). The assertion follows from the expansion ~'~(q,b~j)=5 × 2-13g(vj,3)ct8 + (9(~ 1°) of 
Eq. (4.8). D 
4.2. Best GC 3+ quintic approximation 
In this 
~(t )~>0 
and (4.2) 
section we find the best quintic GC 3+ or  GC 3- approximation bo whose error function 
or ~0(t)~<0 for all t E [0, 1], respectively. The GC 3 approximation h~ satisfies Eqs. (4.1) 
with Ca--c6. Thus the error function 
if(t) = 42 t4( l  - t)415c4{(1 - t)  2 + t 2) -~- 6cst(1 - t)] 
3 has the nonnegative l ading coefficient 42(10c4- 6c5), i.e., c4~> ~c5. 
(4.10) 
Lemma 4.4. (a) bE ~3+ if and only if%(1)>>,O. 
(b) bc  ~/U~- if and only i f  c 4 is nonpositive in Eq. (4.10). 
Proofi Using the method in the proof of Lemma 3.6 and 
~(t ) - - - -42t4(1 - t )  4 [5c4(1- 2t)2 + 51~ (~) t (1 - - t ) ]  
we obtain the assertions. [] 
(4.11) 
Using this lemma, we first find the best GC 3+ approximation by. For each 0 <ct <~, by E ~3+ 
if and only if Hl(V)>~0, by the above lemma and Eq. (4.8). Since the cubic polynomial Hi(v) is 
factorized by (5v - 2 sin l~)H2(v), where the quadratic polynomial H2(v) is given by 
- 25v 2 
we can find 
2 
V1 ~-~- ~ 
2 
1J2~ ~ 
cos ~ + 30 sin ~ - 5 sin ~ v - 16 sin z ~ 4 - 3 COS 2 , 
all roots of Hi(v) as in the following: 
sin ~, 
sin4 ( os4 (3 cos ) 
(4.12) 
sec ~, (4.13) 
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v3 = ~s in~ cos~ 3 -cos  + 2 9+cos  sin 2 sec~. 
Then 
2s in~<~v2+v3 and //2 sin = -64s in  6~<0 
so v~ <v2 <v3. From Eq. (4.12), we have 
(4  4 )  c~ ~ 4 ~ H2 tan = 16 tan 2 ~ sin 4  > 0 and v2 < ~ tan  < v3. 
Since Jl(vz)>O, Hl(Vz)<0 by Eq. (4.8) so that v2<v2. Hence, it follows from Eq. (4.6) that 
2 ~ 4 ~ 4 
sin ~ = vl < vl < ~ sin ~ < v2 < v2 < ~ tan ~ < v3. (4.14) 
Proposition 4.5. The quintic BOzier approximations bvj, j - -1 ,2 ,  are not only in ~¢~53+ but also 
admissible to the circular arc. 
1 for each j = 1,2, b~j satisfies Eq. (4.7) so that b~j lies in M~. Thus the Proof. Since 0<vj  < 4 tan ~
assertion follows from Hl(vj)= O. [] 
We define a subset V:= V~UVz of ~ by V1 := {0<o~Y1 :bvc~ +) and V2 := {v2 <~v<~v3"b~ C +}.  
Thus M~+ = {b~'v E V~ tA V2). 
Lemma 4.6. The quintic BOzier curve b is a locally best approximation from ~+ to the arc if  
and only if  ~( t )  = 0 for some t E (0, 1 ). 
Proof. By an application of Theorem 2 in [5], b is a locally best approximation if and only if 
fib(t) = 0 for some t E (0, 1) or b E ~4+. Since ~+ is empty, we get the assertion. [] 
Theorem 4.7 (Best approximation). Each quintic B~zier curve bvj, j = 1,2, is the best approxima- 
tion to the arc from {b~ :v E Vj}. Thus the quintic curve h~j, j = 1 or 2, is the best approximation 
to the circular arc from ~+.  
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, by is a locally best approximation from {by "rE V~} or {b~ : rE  Vz} if and 
only if ~9b~(1) = 0, that is v=vj,  j=  1,2 or 3. Since G(v) is decreasing near v=0 by Eq. (4.4), by, 
is the best approximation from {b~ "v E V~}. Since, for each 0 < ~ < 
G( v3 ) - G( v2 ) = 
64V/2(9 + c°s ~) / ~ 3 
105J(v2)2J(v3)2 ~41 cos ~ + 13 cos ~ + cos ~5) 
x cos ~ (51 + 12 cos e + cos 2e) 2 sec 6 ~ sin 14 ~ > 0, 
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b~ 2 is the best approximation from {b~ :v E V2} whether b~ E V2 or not. Therefore, b~, j = 1 or 2, is 
the best approximation from ~+.  [] 
We could not prove but we guess that b~ 2 is the better approximation than b~,, using the following 
proposition and MATHEMATICA. 
Theorem 4.8 (Distance). The Hausdorff distance between the circular arc of angle ~ and the quintic 
approximation b~j, j = 1,2, is 
~(q,b~j)= ~-~5 G(vj) + l -1 ,  (4.15) 
where G(v) is the polynomial of degree six in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). 
Proof. Let v=vl or v2. Since ~(1 /2)=0,  j--- 1,2, Eq. (4.11) yields 
fflb~,(t) ---- 210t4(1  - -  t )4(1  - -  2t)2G(v), 
Using ~. ( t ) - -840t3( t -  1)3(t -  1/2)(5t 2-5 t  + 1)G(v), we get 
I1 ., Ile0,   - -  q,b, - 2 = 
By Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 4.5, 
~/42 
~f(q,b~j)= -~G(v j )+ 1 - 1 for j=  1,2. [] 
Theorem 4.9 (Approximation order). The error of GC 2 approximation bvj, j = 1,2, to the circular 
arc of anyle ~ is C~1° + C(~12). 
Proof. From Eq. (4.13), we get 
~3 (~5 
vl -- 5 120 + ~ + C(~7)' 
(7 - 3x/~)0~ 3 (47 - 21v/5)~ 5 
v: = ~ + 240 + 19200 + (9(~7)" 
It follows from Eq. (4.15) and the above equation that 
~10 
oVf(q, bv~) - 256 × 105 + C(~12); 
~(q ,  bv2) -~ 9(123 - 55x/~)~ 1° 
512 × 105 + (9(~1z)" [] 
Now, we find the locally best approximation b(t) from ~3-  to the circular arc. By the 
Lemma 4.4(b), we know that b~ lies in ~/C53- if and only if G(v)<<.O. But we cannot find the 
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intervals of v-variable for which by is contained in ~5 3+, because the sixth-degree polynomial in- 
equality equation G(v)<O is not solvable algebraically. We can only show the existence of the 
locally best GC 3- approximation, b~, or b.2 by Lemma 4.6. 
Proposition 4.10. The quintic BOzier curve bvj, j = 1,2, obtained in Theorem 4.1 /s the locally best 
approximation from ~3-  and admissible to the circular arc. 
5. Conclusion 
We presented the explicit forms of the best GC 3, GC 2+ and GC 2- approximation to the circular 
arc of angle 0 < a < n from the quartic Brzier curves and found the explicit form of the Hausdorff 
distance between the circular arc and the Brzier curves for each case. We also presented the existence 
and the numerical solution of the quintic GC 4 approximations to the arc and found the explicit form 
of the best GC 3+ approximation to the arc from the quintic Brzier curves and gave the explicit 
form of the Hausdorff distance between two curves. We also showed that our approximations by 
the quartic or quintic Brzier curves have the optimal approximation order eight or ten, respectively. 
This supports the validity of the conjecture in [11, 15] that nth degree Brzier curve approximation 
have the optimal approximation order 2n. 
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